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In May 1993 the British Mountaineering Council met to discuss the future of high
altitude tourism. Of concern to attendees were reports of queues on Everest and
reference was made to mountaineer Peter Boardman calling Everest an ‘amphitheater
of the ego’. Issues raised included environmental and social responsibility and
regulations to minimize impacts. In the years that have followed there has been a surge
of interest in climbing Everest, with one day in 2012 seeing 234 climbers reach the
summit. Participation in mountaineering tourism has surely escalated beyond the
imagination of those who attended the meeting 20 years ago. This book provides a
critical and comprehensive analysis of all pertinent aspects and issues related to the
development and the management of the growth area of mountaineering tourism. By
doing so it explores the meaning of adventure and special reference to mountain-based
adventure, the delivering of adventure experience and adventure learning and
education. It further introduces examples of settings (alpine environments) where a
general management framework could be applied as a baseline approach in
mountaineering tourism development. Along with this general management framework,
the book draws evidence from case studies derived from various mountaineering
tourism development contexts worldwide, to highlight the diversity and uniqueness of
management approaches, policies and practices. Written by leading academics from a
range of disciplinary backgrounds, this insightful book will provide students, researchers
and academics with a better understanding of the unique aspects of tourism
management and development of this growing form of adventure tourism across the
world.
Companies lose over $100 billion a year due to corporate scandals. Where were the
internal auditors? Think about the VW diesel emissions scandal, the Yahoo hacking
scandal, the BP oil spill scandal or the Petrobras corruption scandal. When the 1st and
2nd Lines of Defence failed to prevent these scandals, could the 3rd Line of Defence
have prevented these? The answer can be yes, if those Internal Audit Functions would
have managed their audit risks. The Beumer Audit Risk Management Model© shows
the strategic audit risk management framework for the audit risk identification,
measurement, mitigation. The model connects 60 audit risks, in 6 audit risk categories,
to 30 audit objectives. Value risks, focus risks, execution risks, performance risks,
reporting risks and compliance risks may keep the CAE from reaching the audit
objectives. Depending on the audit risk appetite and prevention, the CAE can apply up
to 66 audit risk mitigation measures for reducing the audit risks to an acceptable level.
Managing Tourist Health is a seminal study which combines a range of state of the art
reviews of the issues facing tourism managers and professionals in the fast growing
area of tourist health and safety. An international range of contributors, each a
specialist in their chosen field, have written papers for this book to explain many of the
complex issues affecting tourists, the tourism industry and governments in ensuring
tourism is viewed as a safe and enjoyable experience for all. The contributors have a
wealth of interdisciplinary experience ranging from medicine, law, tourism research,
safety science, ergonomics, management, consultancy among other cognate areas of
study. Future research directions are examined in many of the chapters together with
current state of the art knowledge in relation to key studies. The editors have worked in
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this area of research since the late 1980s and have accumulated a wide range of
academic, professional and consultancy experience for governments and the private
sector. The book extends this understanding through a multi-disciplinary perspective
combining some of the leading researchers who have published in this area since the
emergence of tourist health as a legitimate area of study in the 1970s.
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'"Bureaucracy is the reason for the decline in school trips". A statement often quoted.
But it is a myth that there is a decline in school visits... It's competent people, not
paperwork, that make visits safer' - Ian Park, ex-Chairman, Outdoor Education
Advisers' Panel 'Every man and woman who is involved in the development or
education of young people - however slightly - should be chained to one of the Barns of
Bynack and not released until they have read this book cover to cover' - Alan Bantick,
wildlife conservationist, lecturer, photographer and guide 'Bob Barton's balanced and
well thought out book will help anyone involved with the planning and management of
outdoor activities for young people. Bob explores the issues that need to be considered
when developing and implementing outdoor policies and procedures, in an interesting
and thought provoking style, drawing on his wealth of outdoor experience' - Peter
Westgarth, Chief Executive, The Duke of Edinburgh's Award 'This book fills a gap
which sorely needed filling. The safety versus adventure debate is discussed in a
thoroughly refreshing way and should inspire a new generation of teachers and youth
workers to take their charges into the great outdoors. The book should be required
reading for every Health and Safety Officer throughout the land to improve their
understanding of what Adventure Educators are trying to achieve' - Doug Jones,
County Officer, Outdoor Education and Adventure Activities, Bedfordshire County
Council 'A distillation of years of experience in adventure activities and an essential
guide to getting the proper balance between adventure and safety' - Nick Barrett, Chief
Executive of the Outward Bound Trust Providers of outdoor education must strike the
right balance between adventure and security. Effective risk management enables
providers to deliver lasting educational value without breaching their moral and legal
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duties of care. This practical guide shows how genuinely adventurous outdoor activities
can be provided to acceptable standards of safety. Drawing on the author's own
experience as an expert mountaineer, instructor and consultant, the systems and
processes of successful outdoor adventure are clearly explained using real life
examples and case studies. Bob Barton is Safety Adviser to the Outward Bound Trust
and works as a consultant on the management of adventure activities.
Meeting the Needs of Your Most Able Students in Art provides specific guidance on:
Recognising high ability and multiple intelligences Planning, differentiation and
extension/enrichment in Art Teacher questioning skills Support for more able pupils with
learning difficulties Homework Recording and assessment Beyond the classroom:
visits, residentials, competitions, summer schools, masterclasses, links with other
institutions. The book features comprehensive appendices and an accompanying CD
with: Useful contacts and resources Lesson plans Liaison sheets for Teaching
Assistants Homework activities Monitoring sheets For secondary teachers, subject
heads of departments, Gifted and Talented co-ordinators, SENCos and LEA advisers.
The management of risk and safety is not simply a matter of trying to remove risks, but
is necessary and vital to these industries. Sensible risk management is concerned with
making the most of the positive opportunities or reducing the negative risks. This books
shows how the absence of explicit risk practices is not necessarily an absence of risk
management, and how many existing operational and strategic practices can be
understood as part of a process of risk and safety management. Its main objective is to
develop greater clarity in the communication of risks and the development of safety
programmes, illustrating how organisations can use a single language of risk, relevant
for all levels of management and areas of operation.
Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming offers an engaging approach to the
consideration of enduring, current, and emerging issues in the field. Written primarily for upperlevel undergraduate and graduate students, the text presents 20 issues in a debate format,
challenging students to participate in critical discourse concerning these issues as practitioners
in the field of adventure programming. Respected authors Bruce Martin and Mark Wagstaff
have assembled a team of more than 50 contributors from around the globe to reassess some
of the underlying assumptions on which adventure programming is based. They have critically
examined implications of new developments for emerging practice and discussed how best to
position the field of adventure programming in addressing broader societal concerns. To set
the stage for the debate, each issue is prefaced with a general overview, including the
evolution of the issue and its significance in light of broader social concerns. Then, contributors
present the pros and cons of each issue. A debate format helps students develop an
understanding of the key points around each issue while also becoming familiar with current
research pertinent to these issues. This approach also encourages students to grapple with
these issues and begin to develop their own informed, thoughtful perspectives as they prepare
for careers in adventure programming. Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming is
divided into two parts. Part I begins by discussing issues of ongoing concern in the field,
including the certification debate, motorized versus nonmotorized forms of outdoor recreation,
and program accreditation. In part II, contemporary and emerging issues are presented, such
as the use of online educational programming in the field of adventure programming. As a
reference for practitioners and policy makers, Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming
offers new and updated perspectives on enduring and emerging issues as well as a synthesis
of the most recent related scholarly literature. In addition, the text serves as a resource in
understanding how the adventure programming industry can contribute to addressing issues of
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broad concern in society, such as public health, global climate change, stewardship of public
lands and waterways, and education reform. Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming
encourages readers to participate in some of the central debates occurring in the field. In
particular, this timely resource will help students broaden their understanding of the field as
they critically examine and respond to a range of enduring, contemporary, and emerging topics
in adventure programming.
This book addresses the topical and current issues in maritime law and brings them together
into a coherent strand by the common perspective of liabilities for the professional reader.
Liability Regimes in Contemporary Maritime Law appeals to both the industry and the legal
profession and provides a degree of analysis and discussion, while also bringing together in a
single volume the essential interest in a range of individual subject areas.
A new approach to safety, based on systems thinking, that is more effective, less costly, and
easier to use than current techniques. Engineering has experienced a technological revolution,
but the basic engineering techniques applied in safety and reliability engineering, created in a
simpler, analog world, have changed very little over the years. In this groundbreaking book,
Nancy Leveson proposes a new approach to safety—more suited to today's complex,
sociotechnical, software-intensive world—based on modern systems thinking and systems
theory. Revisiting and updating ideas pioneered by 1950s aerospace engineers in their System
Safety concept, and testing her new model extensively on real-world examples, Leveson has
created a new approach to safety that is more effective, less expensive, and easier to use than
current techniques. Arguing that traditional models of causality are inadequate, Leveson
presents a new, extended model of causation (Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and
Processes, or STAMP), then shows how the new model can be used to create techniques for
system safety engineering, including accident analysis, hazard analysis, system design, safety
in operations, and management of safety-critical systems. She applies the new techniques to
real-world events including the friendly-fire loss of a U.S. Blackhawk helicopter in the first Gulf
War; the Vioxx recall; the U.S. Navy SUBSAFE program; and the bacterial contamination of a
public water supply in a Canadian town. Leveson's approach is relevant even beyond safety
engineering, offering techniques for “reengineering” any large sociotechnical system to
improve safety and manage risk.
The Dictionary of Auditing is a one-stop resource for key auditing terminology, concepts, and
processes essential to auditors and of increasing interest to those that work with them. Covers
key regulatory developments such as Sarbanes Oxley and provides links for further reading.
Tourism Trends and Policies 2012 is an international reference and benchmark on how
effectively countries are supporting competitiveness, innovation and growth in tourism, and
sheds light on policies and practices associated with this.
The Committees report examines the wide range of outdoor learning experiences, from
lessons held within school grounds to residential expeditions abroad, and considers the place
of outdoor learning in the curriculum from foundation stage to higher education. Issues
discussed include: the value of outdoor learning and the decline of opportunities for
educational opportunities outside the classroom; the barriers that deter schools from teaching
outside the classroom, including perceptions of risks in school trips, the resources and
curriculum time available for such trips, availability and costs involved; policy options for the
Department for Education and Skills to help encourage schools improve and expand provision
for outdoor learning; and funding implications. The Committees recommendations include that
the DfES should issue a Manifesto for Outdoor Learning which gives all students the right to
outdoor learning and which should attract a similar funding level to the music manifesto
(around £30 million) in order to deliver real change.
Safety Audit Standard for Adventure ActivitiesRequirements for a Safety Audit of
OperatorsRoutledge International Handbook of Outdoor StudiesRoutledge
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In this dazzling expeditionary volume, Mark Dion investigates the layered history of the Lone
Star State.
Disease knows no frontiers and almost any place in the world can be reached within 24-36
hours, less time than the incubation period of most infectious diseases. As one of today's
healthcare professionals you are expected to prevent, identify and treat all infectious diseases
irrespective of geographical and climatic limitations. To do this you must be well versed in the
development of new and improved vaccines and the rapid advances in the development of the
latest drugs and treatments. Principles and Practice of Travel Medicine provides up to the
minute information on the prevention and treatment of travel-related ill health, as well as the
effects travel can have on people. Written in a distinctive style, Zuckerman offers you not only
the latest information, but also an interesting, thought provoking read. Your essential one-stop
resource for travel medicine, includes: * Epidemiology and surveillance of infectious diseases *
Malaria and other parasitic diseases * Aviation medicine and psychology * Altitude medicine *
Illness in returning travellers * Vaccine preventable diseases * Children and travel
Health and Safety: Risk Management is the clearest and most comprehensive book on risk
management available today. This newly revised fourth edition integrates new developments in
legislation, standards and practice, and incorporates up-to-date information for qualification
syllabuses. The book is divided into four main parts. Part 1.1 is primarily concerned with the
fundamentals of risk management and is relevant for all students of health and safety, while
Part 1.2 covers the required basic human factors material required for health and safety
qualifications. Part 2.1 deals with the more advanced aspects of risk management, while Part
2.2 covers the more advanced human factors material required by those studying for
qualifications in health and safety. This authoritative treatment of risk management is essential
reading for both students working towards degrees, diplomas and postgraduate or vocational
qualifications in health and safety and experienced health and safety professionals, who will
find it invaluable as a reference.
It's no secret that in today's complex world, students face unparalleled demands as they
prepare for college, careers, and active citizenship. However, those demands won't be met
without a fundamental shift from traditional, teacher-centered instruction toward innovative,
student-centered teaching and learning. For schools ready to make such a shift, project-based
learning (PBL) offers a proven framework to help students be better equipped to tackle future
challenges. Project Based Teachers encourage active questioning, curiosity, and peer
learning; create learning environments in which every student has a voice; and have a mastery
of content but are also comfortable responding to students' questions by saying, "I don’t know.
Let's find out together." In this book, Suzie Boss and John Larmer build on the framework for
Gold Standard PBL originally presented in Setting the Standard for Project Based Learning
and explore the seven practices integral to Project Based Teaching: Build the Culture Design
and Plan Align to Standards Manage Activities Assess Student Learning Scaffold Student
Learning Engage and Coach For each practice, the authors present a wide range of practical
strategies and include teachers' reflections about and suggestions from their classroom
experiences. This book and a related series of free videos provide a detailed look at what's
happening in PBL classrooms from the perspective of the Project Based Teacher. Let's find out
together. A copublication of ASCD and Buck Institute for Education (BIE).
This book approaches the prevention of fatal incidents in outdoor education and related fields
through detailed study of past tragedies. Although safety in many fields is built on accumulated
lessons from past incidents, tragedies on school or youth group camps and excursions are so
infrequent and so widely scattered that knowledge from previous incidents can elude those
who would benefit. Nevertheless, the emergence of unlearned lessons from the past weighs
heavily when those affected by a tragedy judge whether an incident should have been
prevented. This book provides a foundation for a detailed and comprehensive understanding of
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fatality prevention in outdoor education, and in youth camps and excursions. It compiles,
examines, and analyses information on fatal incidents that have occurred over many decades,
involving many kinds of groups and endeavours, from around the globe. No previous work has
attempted this task.
The 7 Leadership Habits of Highly Effective Chief Audit Executives - Inspiring Excellence in
Leading the Internal Audit Function The 7 Leadership Habits of Highly Effective Chief Audit
Executives addresses the question “What makes the CAE a highly effective leader of the
internal audit function?” The leader CAE transforms the internal audit function, develops and
motivates audit team members, and influences all stakeholders to support the achievement of
disruptive goals. The highly effective CAE has 7 leadership habits that influence the behaviour
of people who need to contribute to the success of the internal audit function. The book
analyses each habit from a theoretical and practical perspective, complemented by the
experiences of a seasoned CAE. The 7 habits provide hands-on and step-by-step guidance for
improving audit function leadership skills. Apply the 7 habits and achieve transformational
goals. The purpose of your professional life will be elevated to the highest level.
Outdoor recreation programming is a growing and diverse field that requires administrators to
be ready to work in complex and multidisciplinary environments. Outdoor Program
Administration: Principles and Practices will help both seasoned and new administrators—as
well as students and emerging professionals—flourish in various settings, including university,
military, government, commercial, and nonprofit organizations. You’ll learn the best
contemporary administrative strategies and practices from veteran professionals from the
Association of Outdoor Recreation and Education (AORE). The AORE authors provide
extensive coverage of all aspects of administrative duties and responsibilities from a diverse
organizational setting. Outdoor Program Administration: Principles and Practices guides you in
developing and sustaining programs in outdoor recreation settings across public, private, and
nonprofit sectors. You will reap the benefits of the experience shared by the AORE authors,
who also provide questions and critical thinking exercises that will enhance the materials and
deepen your understanding. This reference explores all the issues pertinent to being a
successful outdoor program administrator. The book has four sections: Outdoor Program
Foundations, Program Design and Implementation, Staffing Considerations, and Facilities and
Programs. Topics you’ll delve into include • designing and developing programs; • risk
management and legal considerations; • budgeting and financial operations; • marketing and
land access (permits); • environmental stewardship; • staff recruitment, supervision, training,
and assessment; and • management of indoor climbing walls and challenge courses. Outdoor
Program Administration: Principles and Practices presents material that will help you improve
your administrative skills and enhance the programs you oversee. As such, it’s an essential
book for your professional library.

Slips, trips and falls are a chronic health problem in the US and around the world.
Fall injuries are the number one cause of emergency room visits and the
fourteenth leading cause of death in the US. The average person is 7 times more
likely to die from a fall than from the flu and 3 times more likely to die from a fall
than by a firearm. Since 1999, we have reduced deaths from heart disease 15%.
Deaths caused by auto accidents are down 12%. But during that same time
period deaths from falls have increased over 150%. Both injuries and deaths
caused by falls are at record highs and the problem continues to grow. We've
learned how to fix the human heart and we have made driving safer. Now is the
time to focus on preventing fall injuries. The good news is that fall injuries are
preventable. Everyone falls, but falls don't just happen, they're preceded by other
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events. When you eliminate those events, you reduce the risk of falling. Stop the
Slip shows how you can avoid these injuries. Following the simple five step A-L-ER-T System(TM) discussed in the book you will reduce your risk of falling. Thom
Disch provides an entertaining and engaging look at: Why we fall; where we fall;
the business side of falls; and most importantly how we can prevent and avoid
fall injuries. The book is a comprehensive mix of research on the topic of falls and
fall injuries mixed with real world stories and experiences about falls and their
consequences. As you read this book you'll also discover many interesting and
surprising facts. For example: -Fall injuries are not just a problem for the elderly.
75% of all fall injuries happen to people under the age of 68. -The annual
economic impact of fall injuries in the US exceeds $150 billion, or more than 1%
of our gross domestic product. -Falls are the number one cause of traumatic
brain injuries. -Winter weather appears to be a much smaller cause of fall deaths
than you might expect. -Falls cause nearly 4 times more emergency room visits
than auto accidents. This is a topic that affects everyone. Reading this book is
the first step to making your family and friends safer.
This book provides a step-by-step guide to technical and operational integrity
audits which has become invaluable for senior management and auditors alike.
This book: Shows practitioners and students how to carry out internal audits to
the key international health and safety, environment and quality standards
Contains over 20 new case studies, 20 additional A-Factors, and superb new
illustrations Includes checklists, forms and practical tips to make learning easier.
With the addition of colour, Health and Safety Environment and Quality Audits
delivers a powerful and proven approach to auditing business-critical risk areas.
It covers each of the aspects that need to be taken into account for a successful
risk-based audit to international or company standards and is an important
resource for auditors and lead auditors, managers, HSEQ professionals, and
others with a critical interest in governance, assurance and organizational
improvement. The companion website at www.routledge.com/cw/asbury contains
relevant articles, example risk management frameworks, and a video by the
author explaining the key aspects of the book.
Once the second edition was safely off to the printer, the 110 larger world of
micro-CT and micro-MRI and the smaller world authors breathed a sigh of relief
and relaxed, secure in the belief revealed by the scanning and transmission
electron microscopes. that they would “never have to do that again. ” That lasted
for 10 To round out the story we even have a chapter on what PowerPoint years.
When we ?nally awoke, it seemed that a lot had happened. does to the results,
and the annotated bibliography has been In particular, people were trying to use
the Handbook as a text- updated and extended. book even though it lacked the
practical chapters needed. There As with the previous editions, the editor
enjoyed a tremendous had been tremendous progress in lasers and ?ber-optics
and in our amount of good will and cooperation from the 124 authors
understanding of the mechanisms underlying photobleaching and involved. Both
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I, and the light microscopy community in general, phototoxicity. It was time for a
new book. I contacted “the usual owe them all a great debt of gratitude. On a
more personal note, I suspects” and almost all agreed as long as the deadline
was still a would like to thank Kathy Lyons and her associates at Springer for
year away.
This second edition of Principles and Practice of Travel Medicine has been
extensively updated to provide a comprehensive description of travel medicine
and is an invaluable reference resource to support the clinical practice of travel
medicine. This new edition covers the many recent advances in the field,
including the development of new and combined vaccines; malaria prophylaxis;
emerging new infections; new hazards resulting from travel to long haul
destinations; health tourism; and population movements. The chapter on vaccinepreventable diseases includes new developments in licensed vaccines, as well
as continent-based recommendations for their administration. There are chapters
on the travel health management of high risk travellers, including the diabetic
traveller, the immuno-compromised, those with cardiovascular, renal,
neurological, gastrointestinal, malignant and other disorders, psychological and
psychiatric illnesses, pregnant women, children and the elderly. With increasing
numbers of ever more adventurous travellers, there is discussion of travel
medicine within extreme environments, whilst the chapter on space tourism may
well be considered the future in travel medicine. Principles and Practice of Travel
Medicine is an invaluable resource for health care professionals providing advice
and clinical care to the traveller.
Internal auditing is an essential tool for managing compliance, and for initiating
and driving continual improvement in any organization’s systematic HSEQ
performance. Health and Safety, Environment and Quality Audits includes the
latest health and safety, environmental and quality management system
standards – ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001. It delivers a powerful and
proven approach to risk-based auditing of business-critical risk areas using ISO,
or your own management systems. It connects the ‘PDCA’ approach to
implementing management systems with auditing by focusing on the
organization’s context and the needs and expectations of interested parties. The
novel approach leads HSEQ practitioners and senior and line managers alike to
concentrate on the most significant risks to their objectives, and provides a stepby-step route through The Audit AdventureTM to provide a high-level, futurefocused audit opinion. The whole approach is aligned to the international
standard guidance for auditing management systems (ISO 19011). This unique
guide to HSEQ and operations integrity auditing has become the standard work
in the field over three editions whilst securing bestseller status in Australasia,
Europe, North America and South Africa. It is essential reading for senior
managers and auditors alike – it remains the ‘go to’ title for those who aspire to
drive a prosperous and thriving business based on world-class HSEQ
management and performance.
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This book aims to encourage a more reflective, multidisciplinary approach to
public safety, and the 'reenfranchisement' of those affected by this new
phenomenon. Over the past decade health and safety has become a major issue
of public interest. There are countless stories of health and safety activities
interfering with public life, preventing some beneficial activity from taking place –
even creating absurd or dangerous situations. On the one hand, risk assessment,
properly conducted, is highly beneficial – it saves lives and prevents injuries. But
on the other, it can damage public life. Why has this come about, and does it
have to be like that? The authors examine the origins of the problem, look
critically at the tools used by safety assessors and their underlying assumptions,
and consider important differences between public life and industry (where the
approaches largely originated). They illuminate the whole with an analysis of
legal requirements, attitudes of stakeholders, and recent research on risk
perception and decision making. The result is a profound and important analysis
of risk and safety culture and a framework for managing public safety more
effectively.
Based on one of the most-read New York Times Magazine features of 2012, this
fascinating exploration of intelligence research reveals a revolution in human
intellectual abilities and provides real-life transformation stories.
Here’s the first practical, plain-English book targeted to minimize the legal
exposure of trainers, speakers, and consultants. This easy-access resource
gives you all the legal information and guidance you require to keep you, your
company, and your clients out of court. Filled with sample contracts, checklists,
and case studies, it helps you comply with all mandates on proper health and
safety training... protect yourself from personal injury and negligence
lawsuits..."bias-proof" training programs to avoid discrimination charges...avoid
copyright infringement and safeguard your own work product...sidestep
malpractice pitfalls whether clients do or do not take your advice ... honor all
contract provisions and ensure your clients do as well...resolve conflicts of
interest and other ethical dilemmas...create good documentation to "bomb-proof"
yourself legally...minimize the disruption caused by unavoidable legal
claims...and much more!
The ‘outdoors’ is a physical and ideological space in which people engage with
their environment, but it is also an important vehicle for learning and for leisure.
The Routledge Handbook of Outdoor Studies is the first book to attempt to define
and survey the multi-disciplinary set of approaches that constitute the broad field
of outdoor studies, including outdoor recreation, outdoor education, adventure
education, environmental studies, physical culture studies and leisure studies. It
reflects upon the often haphazard development of outdoor studies as a discipline,
critically assesses current knowledge in outdoor studies, and identifies further
opportunities for future research in this area. With a broader sweep than any
other book yet published on the topic, this handbook traces the philosophical and
conceptual contours of the discipline, as well as exploring key contemporary
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topics and debates, and identifying important issues in education and
professional practice. It examines the cultural, social and political contexts in
which people experience the outdoors, including perspectives on outdoor studies
from a wide range of countries, providing the perfect foundation for any student,
researcher, educator or outdoors practitioner looking to deepen their professional
knowledge of the outdoors and our engagement with the world around us.
Britain's maritime tradition is well documented. The management of its marine
and coastal environment is therefore of tantamount importance, and offers
lessons for other nations across the world. The beginning of the new millennium
marks a major, long-term turning point in the historical development of Britain's
maritime interest discernible by continued diversification and intensification in the
uses of the sea; unprecedented and often adverse environmental impacts
engendered by these uses; and the beginning of a major effort to establish a
comprehensive management system which can deal with both multiple uses and
environmental impacts. This collection, featuring an impressive list of
contributors, covers themes including maritime history, environmental issues,
public policy, tourism, technology and resources as well as open sea
development and management. It is a useful addition for those interested in
geography, the environment, maritime studies and also engineering.
Tourism Safety and Security for the Caribbean examines the security risks posed
to the region and the wider economic impacts on the success of this vital
industry. The study presents an illuminating new perspective for Tourism and
Security Studies scholars interested in the Caribbean context and beyond.
This report highlights key tourism policy developments, focuses on issues that
rank high on the policy agenda in the field of tourism and provides a broad
overview and interpretation of tourism trends in the OECD area and beyond.
This colourful practical guide emphasises the need to start with children's needs
and wishes and the importance of local partnerships. It includes case studies,
illustrations and a discussion of key policy issues. It will be of interest to
professionals working in play, parks, youth, community development, planning,
leisure and community services, and to elected members and active local
residents.
Organised by University of Rome 'La Sapienza', Italy, Wessex Institute of
Technology, UK.
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